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Chairman Allen and members of the Committee, thank you for the opportunity to testify at today’s hearing. My name is Ridhi Shetty, and I am a Policy Counsel at the Center for Democracy & Technology (CDT). CDT is a nonprofit, nonpartisan 501(c)(3) organization based in D.C. that advocates for civil rights and civil liberties in the digital age. CDT works on many areas involving impacts of public and private sector uses of technology, including in law enforcement. We urge the Council to adopt legislation that requires community input into the use of surveillance technologies by agencies of the District including the Metropolitan Police Department (MPD), as well as Council approval of such use. Impacted communities must be recognized and treated as key stakeholders in decisions about whether and how agencies may use these technologies.

Our country’s long history of police brutality toward Black people and other people of color, and increased attention to that ongoing reality in recent years, spurred widespread calls for racial justice in 2020. Nevertheless, last week, the Washington Post reported that since it began tracking fatal shootings by police in 2015, the total number of people fatally shot by police slightly increased each year and demographics of people who have been fatally shot have remained fairly constant. As of 2020, Black people make up approximately 41% of the District’s population but the majority of fatal shootings by police, and across the country, Black, Indigenous, and Latinx people are killed disproportionately to their representation in the

---


population. Data on other use-of-force incidents are hard to come by because law enforcement agencies have failed to report data on fatal police encounters that do not result from shootings. In order to ensure that policing reforms advance racial justice, it is critical to examine the mechanisms and biases in law enforcement practices that lead to use-of-force incidents. Police use of surveillance technologies targets already overpoliced communities, which precipitates the types of encounters that involve use of force.

Prevalent surveillance technologies, including those used in the District, range from CCTV and doorbell cameras to gunshot detection systems, facial recognition systems, and license plate readers. They also include tools that extract data from mobile devices and mine through social media accounts. These tools process data pertaining to facial appearance, movements and behaviors, sounds, and online speech. Surveillance technologies process this data in isolation from necessary context, and the lack of context makes it even easier to justify excessive, if not deadly, police responses to certain situations. As a result, surveillance technologies have

---

sustained historical patterns of discriminatory policing, and they have enabled wrongful arrests of Black and brown people, violating civil rights and due process rights.\(^9\)

Law enforcement has also used these technologies to criminalize legally-protected activity – in an ironic turn, law enforcement officers have used surveillance technologies to target racial justice protests sparked by police brutality.\(^10\) Moreover, the MPD is not the only District agency that relies on surveillance technologies. For example, the D.C. Housing Authority has deployed surveillance cameras throughout public housing in the District.\(^11\) In addition to chilling the exercise of free speech, such use of surveillance technologies threatens individual privacy, and these tools are often built using data obtained without consent.\(^12\)

Yet, the most overpoliced communities have repeatedly had little to no say in whether government agencies use surveillance technologies that will affect these communities most. Communities with the most at stake must play a critical role in this decision-making process.

CDT is a member of Community Oversight of Surveillance-DC (COS-DC), a coalition of local and national organizations and individuals committed to bringing public oversight and accountability to how District agencies procure and use surveillance technologies.\(^13\) We urge the Council to introduce and pass legislation that requires Council approval any time a District agency wants to purchase, acquire, or use surveillance technologies, and that provides for meaningful community input.

COS-DC has developed a proposed bill that provides a viable path for the D.C. Council and the public to engage with decisions about proper use of modern surveillance technologies. CDT supports adoption of this D.C.-specific legislation. It would ensure that decisions about the use
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\(^13\) *About Community Oversight of Surveillance in D.C.*, [https://takectrldc.org/about/cosdc/](https://takectrldc.org/about/cosdc/).
of surveillance technologies are made with thoughtful consideration and buy-in from the public and elected lawmakers, and that the operation of approved technologies is subject to rules that safeguard residents’ rights and provide transparency.

The COS-DC legislation would empower the Council and the public in four key ways:

- First, the legislation would create a transparent and public process for considering surveillance technology proposals by requiring that all acquisition and use of such technologies by D.C. agencies be subject to Council approval following a public hearing.

- Second, District agencies would be required to create written rules for use of surveillance technologies and submit the rules to the D.C. Council for approval. These submissions would include surveillance impact reports explaining how a technology works and will impact the community, as well as surveillance use policies that set out specific guidelines for the technology’s use by the agency.

- Third, the legislation would establish an independent privacy advisory commission composed of impacted District community members and civil rights, racial justice, civil liberties, and data and privacy experts. This body would advise and help inform D.C. agencies and the Council on civil rights and civil liberties risks of specific surveillance technologies and their use in the District.

- Fourth, the legislation would require periodic assessments and annual evaluation of the District’s use of surveillance technology to ensure that costs to residents and to their rights do not outweigh any potential benefits, and to assess whether D.C.’s use of surveillance technology furthers public safety goals.

To date, at least twenty-one jurisdictions have passed similar legislation, and we urge the Council to make D.C. the next jurisdiction to do so.\(^\text{14}\) The Council must work with the public, community advocates, and privacy and technology experts to ensure that affected communities living in the District are protected from discriminatory uses and unintended consequences of surveillance technologies. CDT and our partners in COS-DC look forward to working with the Council in this effort.